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RECCGNITION AND ENFORCEMENT OF FOREIGN ARBImL AWARDS 

Report by the Secretary-General 

1. Iticuant to resolution 570 (XIX) adopted by the Economic and Social Council . . . . 

on 20 May 1955, the Secretary-General transmitted to the Governments of States ,"-r$ 
.!.TT 

Members and non-Members of the United Nations the Report of the Committee on 
Ll 

g 
the Enforcement of International Arbitral Awards and the draft Convention on 

the Recognition aniL Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards annexed thereto. 
*s 

~: 
_ r-2 r~ 

tier; SecretaryGeneral asked Governments for their comments with respect to the A.: 

text of the draft Convention, and the desirability of convening a conference to 

conclude a convention on that subject, and also inquired whether they would be 

fi. 

:' I 
prepared to participate in such a conference. 

2. Furthermore, the Secretary-General, pursuant to the same resolution, 

transmitted the draft Convention and the Report of the Cuumittee to the 

International Chamber of Commerce and to twenty non-governmental orgenizationa 

in consultative status considered to be interested in international commercial 

arbitration for their comments, and to the International Institute for the 

Unification of Private Law, for its information. 

3. Ccmments op the draft Convention have been received frcm fifteen Governments 

an& four non-governmental organizatione, as follows: 

Governments: Austria, Belgium, Brazil, China, Denmark, France, Federal 

Republic of Germany, India, Japan, Republic of Korea, Lebanon, Mexico, 

Philippines, Switzerland, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 

r/ Official 
Annexes, 

Records of the Economic and Social Council, nineteenth session, 
agenda item 14, document E/2704 and Carr.1. 
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Non-governmental organiz&tiOns: International Chamber of Commerce, 

International Law Association, Socif%6 Be&e dWzdes et d,!Expansion and 

Society of Comparative Legislation. 

4. The ccmments frcm Governments are contained in Annex I, and the comments 

frcm non-governmental organizations in Annex II hereto, 

5. The following Governments have express@ themselves in favour of convening 

a conference to conclude a convention and have indicated that they are prepared 

to participate in such a conference: Austria, Belgium, Federal Republic of 

Germany, India, Israel, Japan, Switzerland, Union of Soviet SGCialiSt Republics. 

The GGvernments of Brazil, Ceylon, France, Denmark and the Philippines have 

stated that, if it is decided to convene a conference, they are prepared to 

participate in it. The Government of the Republic of Korea, while being 

favourable to convening a conference, has reserved its reply to a later time 

on whether it would participate. The Governments of China and Mexico have 

submitted comments on the draft Convention, without expressing any view 

regarding the desirability of convening a conference, or their participation. 

6.’ The Government of Lebanon, while approving the draft Convention, has 

expressed the view that it is not in favour of convening a conference to adopt 

the Convention, because each State can study separately the draft Convention and 

accede to it if it so desires. The Governments of Canada, Union of South Africa 

and United States of America have not submitted comments on the draft Convention, 

and/have stated that they would not expect to participate in a conference should 

such a conference be convened. 
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ANN%1 

GENERAL OBEERVATIONS 

Austria 

"Unfortunately, the draft dces not introduce sny stanaardized internntioaol 

reform of the -bitration system, for it contains frequent reference5 to the 

legislation of particular State5 (see for instance article IV (a) and (g), and 

other provisions). Neither does it contain uniform international rule? covering 

conflicts of law; instead, these conflicts will be governed by the rules 

applicable under the law of the State in which the dcubt concerning the law to 

be applied is of practical significance. 

"We therefcre wish to draw attentioil to the urgent need to standardize the 

ruses governiag arbitral procedure and to request that, in the light of the 

preliminary work, a draft should be prepared which would standsrdize these 

rules. In this connexion, we wish to refer to the Atti de1 Convegno 

Internazionale per ia riforms dell'arbitrato (Proceedings of the International 

Meeting on Arbitration Reform), Milan, 1955. 

"With a view to an early settlement of at least part of this problem, it 

Trould be desirable to prepare a further convention dealing with these questions." 

Denmark -_I_ 
"The Danish authorities have no objection to present regarding the draft 

coilvetiion adopted during the Econcmic and Social Council*5 nineteenth session 

concerning the Enforcement of International Arbitral Awsrds. 

"Pursuant to Danish Law arbitral amrds are-not directly exigible, and 

the following reservation must, therefore, be made: 

?n pursuance of Danish Law, srbitral awards rendered by an srbltral 

tribunal are not directly exigible; to enforce an award it will be necessary in 

each case to take ordinary legal steps. In the course of the proceedings, 

however, ihe srbitral amrd will generally be accepted by the courts without 

fu_rther inveat%gation as the basis for the judgent of the case." 
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Federal Republi; of Germany 

"The draft Convention is an improvement on the Geneva Convention on the ., / 

Execution of Foreign Arbitral Awards in that it is designed to facilitate -%i 

further the yecognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards. 

"In article I, paragraph 1, the conditions laid down in article 1, first 

paragraph, of the Geneva Convention concerning the field of application of the 

Convention,no longer appear. Under the draft Convention it would suffice 

(subject to certain provisos) if the award was made in the territory of another * 

State. There is some doubt wlnether this provides a sufficiently clear and 

definite basis for recogtdtion and enforcement. The Convention is intended to 

relate to the recogr.ition and enforcement of such arbitral awsrcls as are not ;:. 
: 

regarded as domestic by the ccurts o f the State in whose territory they ere 

relied upon. The best way to ensure that even erbitral awards which cannot be I 

regarded as domestic are recognized and enforced would be for the Cudracting 

States to undertake to incorporate provisions analogous to those contained in 

the Convention in their municipal law as a whole. This would mean that a 

uniform law would come into existence conirerning the recggnition and enforcement' 

of arbitral awards the benefit of which would extend not merely.to arbitral 

a\>-& made in a Contracting State but, generally, to all arbitral awards not 

regarded as domestic under the lex f;ri. -- Possibly, the idea of such a uniform 

law is the thought underlying article I, paragraph 1, inasmuch as it contemplates 

that henceforth the relationship with a Contracting State is to be irrelevant 

for the purpose of determining the nature of an arbitral award. An obligation 

at international law to recognise and enforce any arbitrel award whatsoever 

made outside the territory of a Contracting State would transcend the scope of 

a typical multi-lateral convention, for the convention would then also operate 

in favour.of States which are not parties thereto. The technically correct 

procedure, therefore, would be to unify the municipal legisla&Lon on the subject 

by means of a uniform law. 

"If ., however, this course should not be adopted then.a definite criterion 

will have to be found for determining what arbitral awards are to be covered 
\ 
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by the Convention. Arbitre! nrm~~s rrilii:h tilt lex fcri retards f.z dctlestic vrould 

certainly not be covered; hence the Cinvention Frill apply Only tn nrbitral awards 

l.rhich under the lex fori cpnnd be regarded as dOmestic. Consequently, if an 

obligation at international law is entered into, the benefit of the cbligation 

would extend solely to a specified category of arbitral alrards. Yor the 

purpose of determining t7hat arbitral awards are to qualify fcr the benefit the 

criterion cannot presumably be the place where the ab7ard was made. Admittedly> 

the seat of the arbitral tribunal may - but is not inevitably bound to - 

influele,lae the nature of the award. The following hypothetical case is an 

illustration: 

Two nationals of State X, trho az?e dOmiciled in Contracting 

States Y and Z respectively, agree upon an arbitral tribunal 

having its seat in State Y. The procedure is to be in accordance 

with the municipsl law of State X. The arbitral atlard ma&e in 

State Y vi11 be regarded, un&?r the lex fori of State X, as a 

domestic a~7ard even though made abroad. The grounds on t7hich 

State X treats the arbitral award as dcmestic are to be found 

in the application of the rules of procedure of State X. 

"The nature of the arbitral award is determined by reference to the rules 

of procedure which are applicable, in toto Or else as subsidiary rules, to the 

award. There is no such thing as an arbitral tirocedure that is ccmpletely 

divorced frcm some municipal procedural law. Indeed, there n?~ai, be some 

rela&onship between the srbitral procedure , which may of ccurse be subordinated 

to the autonomous will of the parties, and a dcmestic system of procedure, if 

only so that national courts should be able to Act, should the need arise, 

for example in the appointment of substitute arbitrators or the examination 

d witnesses. 

“If the rules of procedure are the criterion, then those srbitral al.7ards 

which are regarded as damestic awards in another Contracting State may be 

favoured. The consequence wculd be, for the Contracting States, an obligation 
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at international law binding every Contracting State to recognise and enforcc. 

'an arbitral award which, under the lalq of another ContractinS State, is to b!. 

regarded as a domestic award. 

. . . . . . . . . . 

"Consideration should also be Sivon to the idea of extending the scope :T 

the Convention to cover, in addition to awn~?s, :;cttlementn reached before 

arbitrol tribunals. At the time when the Geneva Crnvcntion was drafted it ~7a.s 

decided not to include provisions relatinS to such settlements; the absence of 

such a provision has often proved a regrettable emission in practice. It 1:: 

proper, -therefore, to soSGest that this gap should ncv ho closed." 

J&M 
-- 

".L) .Ct..:it- 3eeK:Ld ~1.3:'-5s ary l,l.;*.t, the rc-l.;.ti, .j ::?,:i.c l~etverr. tile ~~*cp CO:. 

Cryrr~ti ,a RI<. t.tw (I( nvcnt4cn tf I!(27 I‘t cJ.arifJC4, viz.: VhC1.C or T'rTr 

Convent<r;n is to take the place of that of l!X'(, or it is to beccme a separate 

and independent convention. Should the latter be the case, the neu cowc%ion 

shculd make clear the treatment between signatcries to both conventions or a 

signatory to one of the tIJ0 conventions and that to the other. 

"2) The discussion raised at the time of the drafting of the Convention 

i abc& the inclusion of a clause pertaining to the effect of arbitral a{,reement 

seems to call for the addition of a provision to govern the interrelations 

between the Protocol of Prbitral Clause of 1923 and the ne:r Conventicn in 

respect to 1) above." 

Lebanon 

"The Lebanese Goverrment expresses general approval of the draft Conventicn 

adopted by the Ccnmittee on the Pnforcement of International Arbitral Awards 

on 15 March 1355.” 

Philippines 

"The Philippine Government finds no ccnstitutional or legal ikje43.onn tc. 

the said Graft Convention nor to Philippine accession thereto." 
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General remarks - . 
"This draft Convention will serve no useful purpose unless it represents a 

marked advance over the Convention on the Fxecution of Foreign Arbitral Awards 

of 26 September 1927. Such an advance is possible only to the extent that 

international arbitral awards are made more independent of the law of the country 

in which the arbitration takes place. Accordingly, it should be provided that ' 

the will of the parties prevails over the law and that their will is the principal 

basis of the validity of the arbitral award, the exceptional cases in which 

enforcement of the award may be opposed being reduced to the strict minimum. 

"The draft as a whole undoubtedly represents an advance over the 1927 

Geneva Convention. 

"The purpose of a new convention relating to arbitrations is not to 

introduce all the desired improvements at once, but to achieve substantial. 

progress in some directions as soon as possible. It is therefore desirable 

that a dL2lomatic conference to conclude a new international convention on 

the recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards should be convened 

at an early date. 

!Citle of the Convention 

"The draft of the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) was entitled, 

'Cenvention on the Enforcement of International Arbitral Awards'. The Ad Hoc 

Committee set up by the United Nations Economic and social. Council (ECOSOC) 

nevertheless considered it necessary to include in its draft the phrase "foreign 

arbitral awards", taken from the 1927 Convention, on the grounds that the 

expressio:r "international arbitral awards" normally referred to arbitration 

between States. 

"It should be noted, however, that an arbitral award differs from a judicial 

decision i2 that it does not acquire a national character by virtue of State 

sovereignty; on tile colliiYbi’ji, 
LL- --I-l.&-,., .-...“-.a 
bI,C OL “I l,Ac.+L U,,IIU i-, the .-.-*+-.-an- g  ap. ag~c$mer.t. VUYI”...I- 

between private parties and is shaped by that agreement. It is therefore 

permissible to speak of international awards. Moreover, there can be 

international awards in private law as well as international awards in public law. 



"To remove doubt and to preserve the essential notion of 

awards, while taking into account the objection of the ECOSOC 

following title might be used: 
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internaticnal 

Committee, the - .a' 

"'Convention on the Recognition and Er,r'orcement of International 

Arbitral Awards in Private Law'." 
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"The term 'arbitral allard' is not defined. Ccnscquently, it will depend ..___ ..- _ 
on the law of the :;taLe in which it is i-> bc enforced whether a particular 

decision is to be recardcd BT. an arbitral allard. Prcm the practical point of 

view, it is probably not neccseary to define the term in the text of the 

convention. ??ecisions of so-called arbitral tribunals which have compulsory L__..._-- 
jurisdiction (e.g., in Austria, the arbitral tribunals concerned with the 

social insurance scheme) do not fall within the scope of the convention. 

"The convention should perhaps be expanded to include arbitral settlements. 

There v~uld have to be an express provision to that effect; this would be in 

keeping with Austrian practice (paragraph 1, line 16 of the rules governing 

the enforcement of judicial decisions). Because the opportunities for testing 

the validity of decisions are adequate and the grounds for refusing enforcement 

offer sufficient protection, there should be no objection to such a provision. 

%e have no objection to the scope of application of the convention, as 

snecified in article I, paragraph 1, of the draft, although there are 

considerations of international law and psychology making so wide a range 

inadvisable, for example: 

"(a) As it is worded, article I, paragraph 1, of the draft convention 

Zipplies also to cases in which the arbitpal award was made in a State which is 

not a Contracting State and the parties to the arbitration proceedings are not 

nationals of any Contracting State. Can one seriously expect a State to bind 

itself, in international law> to enforce decisions which are not (either by 

reason of the place where the award was given or by reason of nationality or by 

reason of the residence or domicile of the parties in a Contracting State) 

related to the one or other of the Contracting StatesT 

"(b) If, say, the chamber of commerce of a certain State is a popular 

choice as the seat of tne arnitral tr~ountii tiieie is little A....UI-WIYI -.- -. ,. 4 .-~*-alwm+ f,, f.&+. 

State to accede to the convention, for, in its otm territory, the arbitral 

awards, being domestic, are enforced in any case, whilst even if It is not 
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itself a Party to the convention the awards of the arbitral tribunal sitting 

in that State's chamber of ccmmcrce are likewise enforced in States which are 

Parties to the convention; and, lastly, that State may perhaps not be very 

anxious to bind itself to enforce arbitral awards made abroad. 

"It would be desirable, at the end of the paragraph, after the reference 

to physical and legal persons, $0 insert an express reference to trading 

corporations. 

"Since the term 'legal persons' includes States, the draft convention 

seems admittedly to cover arbitral wards made in their favour or egainst them in 

cases of disputes with subjects of private law. Nevertheless, it would be 

desirable to provide expressly that.the convention is also applicable in cases 

in which corporate bodies under public law, and particularly States, in their 

capacity as entities having rights and duties under private law, have entered 

into an arbitration convention for the purpose of the settlement of disputes." 

China 

"The first part of article I, paragraph 2, provides: 'Any Contracting 

State may, upon signing, ratifying or acceding to this Convention, declare that 

it will apply the Convention only to the recognition and enforcement of arbitral 

awards made in the territory of another Contracting State.' It follows from 

this provision that any person receiving an arbitral award in a Contracting 

State may request recognition and enforcement, and this right is not limited 

to the nationals of a Contracting State. The Chinese Government COn8iders this 

provision as too liberal, and is of the opinion that, on the baais of the 

principle of international reciprocity, such a right should be restricted in 

accordance with the spirit of article I of the 1927 Convention on the EZtecution 

of Foreign Arbitral Awards, which provides: 'An arbitral award . . . . . shall be 

recognised as binding and shall be enforced . . . . . provided that the said award 

has been made in a territory of one of the High Contractiid Parties to which the 

present Convention applies, and between persc2s who are subject to the 

jurisdiction of one of the High Contracting Parties.'" 
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Japan 

"The provision of the latter part of Article I, paragraph 2, is not 

altogether necessary as viewed from the angles of tine Convention of 1927 and of 

Japanese domestic laws." 

Letdnon 

"Nevertheless, it /%he Lebanese Government7 considers it necessary to 

maintain the reservation contained in article I, paragraph 2, to the effect that 

the Convention will apply only to the recognition and enforcement of arbitral 

awards made in the territory of another Contracting State and to disputes 

arising out of contracts which are considered as commercial under national law." 

Mexico 

"Article I defines and limits the scope of application of the draft 

Convention. The Mexican Government would be unable to accede to this instrument 

without a proviso to the effect that it would be applied subject strictly to 

reciprocity, like the Geneva Convention on the Execution of Foreign Arbitral 

Awards of 26 September 1927, and#only in respect of awards given under compromis 

which are regarded as commercial in Mexican law. In its report, the Committee 

'- explains that in its view 'it would not be desirable to establish a strict 

requirement of reciprocity'. Nevertheless, article X, paragraph 2 of the draft 

Convention stipulates that 'A Contracting State Shall not be entitled to avail 

z&elf of the present Convention against other Contracting States except to the 

extent that it is bound by the Convention'. There would seem to be an 

inconsistency between the Committee's statement and the provisions of the draft 

Convention. If article X, paragraph 2 can be interpreted as recognizing the 

principle of strict reciprocity, the Mexican Government wOuld be Satisfied on 

that point. 

?Phe Mexican Government further considers that it would be advisable to 

include in the draft Convention the stipulation contained in the Geneva 

Convention that the arbitral award must have been made in a dispute between 

person6 who are subject to the jUri.Sd'iCti.On of one of the Contracting States. 

The Mexican Government takes this view because Eexican law regard6 arbitral 
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awards as acts which in themselves are private, since they are made pursuant 

to compromis concludea between private persons, and which become enforceable 

only when the logic of the award is, in addition supportad by the authority of a' 

judicial decision." 

Switzerland .- 

"The text proposed by the United Nations experts is broader in scope 

than the ICC's text. 

"In the first place - a feature which we welcome - it does not 

automatically limit the application of the convention to commercial disputes 

only. Since the different legal systems vary considerably in their idea of what 

'commercial law' embraces, it is wise not to invite difficulties by restricting 

the application of the Convention to disputes arising out of ;?elations governed 

by commercial law. 

"In the second place, article I, paragraph 2, is so drafted a8 to enable 

Sta-k to accede which might have been discouraged from ratifying the Convention 

by the departure from the principle of reciprocity. 

"On the other hand, it is to be regretted that the text proposed by the ICC 

defining the awards to which the Convention will apply was not adopted. The 

phrase 'arbitral awards kaae in the territory of a State other than the State 

in which such awards are relied upon' may well give rise to confusion. Me 

realize that the reference is to awards ,settling disputes which have arisen _-. 
between persons subject to the‘juris'kiction~of different Statee or which involve 

relationships in law that produce their effects in the territories of different. 

States. But the text is not clear. For example, one inference that coyld be 

drawn from the definition is that if a contract of sale makes provision for the 

appointment of an arbitral tri'ounal in the buyer's country, then the eeller - 

under the draft convention - cannot obtain enforcement of the award in the 

buyer's country; he could only do so if the arbitral tribunal met in his own 

country or in a third State. 

"wo rnnaentuant.lv rnurreat. ,&at.. t.hhp idee c~nC:ain& In the ICC 4maft &IXI~~ &z ..- ----- -_._ ___" - --CI--- - 

introduced into the text propoeed by the United Nations experts and that 

article I, paragraph 1, should be worded aa follows: 
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'Subject to paragraph 2 of this article, this Convention shall 
apply to the recognition and enforcement both of arbitral award's made 
abroad and of arbitral awards arising out of differences between parties 
domiciled in the territories of different States."' 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

tlIn article I it should be specified that the term 'arbitral awards' 

covers not only awards made by arbitral tribunals set up to deal with specific 

cases but also awards made by permanent arbitral authorities established under 

the law of any Contracting State." 

ARTICLE II 

Federal Republic of Germany 

?tn article II it would be desirable to add a provision to the effect 

that arbitral awards which are -to be recognized should be declared 

enforceable according to the same procedure as that applied to domestic 

arbitral awards. Such a provision would lay down the general rule that in 

the proceedings in which awards are declared enforceable no differentiation 

should be made between domestic and other arbitral awards, for example, in 

determining what authority is competent to declare a particular award 

enforceable." 

ARTICLE III 

Austria 
Zi III (a): 

'be wish to point out that under Austrian law, a mere exchange of telegrams, 

or subsequent confirmation of an oral agreement to arbitrate would not satisfy - 
the requirement that the arbitration agreement must be in writing. 

"It may also be doubtful whether, under the legislation of some States, 

an exchange of letters would fulfil the condition stipulating sn agreement - 
in writing. 

"Accordingiy, the expression 'in writing' sh0u.M (if it is intended to 

carry this meaning) be msre specifically defined as meaning that the condition 
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it implies will also be deemed to be fulfilled for the purposes of the 

convention if there are two separate documents constituting an agreement 

(exchange of letters) and if an agreement concluded by word of mouth, by 

telephone, by teletype or by telegraph is subsequently confirmed by both 

parties in writing. 

ad art. III (b): 

'The effect of artic&e III (b), read in conjunction with article V (b), is 

that the party claiming the recognition of an arbitral award or its enforcement 

must supply documentary evidence that the enforcement of the award has not been 

suspended; in other words, that party would have to supply negative evidence, 

which could not be furnished as of the time when the claim is made but, at best: 

as of some date in the past, since some time must necessarily elapse between the 

issuance of the corresponding confirmation by the arbitral tribunal or by the 

authority with which the arbitral award was deposited, and the making of the 

claim, particularly if a translation has to be prepared. 

"The burden of the proof that the enforcement of the arbitral award has 

been deferred in the country in llhich the award was ma& -. a fact which would in 

law operate to suspend enforcement - would therefore rest on the unsuccessful 

party in the arbitration proceedings. Consequently, the fact of suspension 

should be mentioned in article IV as one of the grounds by reason of which 

enforcement is to be refused, notwithstanding the fulfilment of the conditions 

laid a0lm in article III (see,also comment on article IV (e)). 

"This would make it urnhcessary, at the stage at which an enforcement order 

is made, to require @roof that the enforcement of the arbitral award has not 

been suspended in the State in which the award was made. Lastly, the expression 

'sushension of enforcement' should be defined more precisely, for it obviously 

is not meant to include every postponement in the enforcement proceedings, but 

only a suspension directly affecting the arbitral award itself." ' 

Belgium I 

"Article III (a): As the only form of an agreement to arbitrate'is the 

compromis or the arbitral clause, it would seem advisable for the sake of-greater 

clarity, to substitute the word 'ccmpromi8', which has a precise meaning, for 
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the words 'specisl agreement'. In any event, the adjective 'special' is 

inappropriate if it is intended to convey the meaning of 'separate', since a 

compromis can properly form part of the text of another agreement. 

"Furthermore, there is an element of risk if the arbitration agreement 

simply refers to private rules of arbitral procedure. Be believe that 

article III should include a provision to the following effect: 

'If the.parties intend to be governed by private rules of 
arbitration, these rules must be reproduced in their entirety in the 
body of the agreement or in an annex thereto.' 

"Article III (b): 

"(1) The award must be final. 

"This provision is ambiguous, for the word 'final' is open to different 

interpretations. It should therefore be explained. It would be preferable to 

revert to the more expiicit wording of the Geneva Convention, or at least to 

state in the report that, in this respect , the draft is not intended to 

derogate from the Geneva Convention, the word 'final' meaning 'not open to 

opposition, appel or pourvoi en cassation (in the countries where such forms of -- 
procedure exist)'. 

"(2) In the country where it was made, the award must have become 

operative and, in particular, its enforcement must not have been suspended. 

"That is the principle laid dotrn in the &raft. 

"The Geneva Convention dispenses trith the formality of a prior enforcement 

#order (exequatur) in the country in which the award was made; the draft -- 
Convention should lay down the same rule in unambiguous terms. 

"The draft contains contradictory pxovisions: if a prior enforcement order 

is required, then the provision of article IV (g) becomes superfluous. It is 

hardly open to doubt, however, that an award which 'has become . . . . operative' 

means nothing else t.han an award which is the subject of an enforcement order 

saae by the preside&; of a court of first instance (Code of Civil Procedure, 

article 1020). 

"Our objection would be met by the deletion of the word 'operative'. 

'In any event, the question should be studied.' 
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"The Brazilian Government accepts the present draft but it has a few remarks 

and observations to make concerning certain articles, especially article III of 

the present draft, to which it wishes to oXcr an amendment, to be added ds . 
paragraph (c), with the following text: 

'. 

l(c) that the award has been ratified, in the country where 
it was made, by a competed judicial authority, and that it receive, 
in the country where eni"orcement is sought, the sanction required 
by local law.' 

"The Brazilian Government will, however, be prepared to accept a 

similar provision to be included ac a.reservation in the draft convention instead 

as an addition to article III." / 

China 

"The draft Convention, adopting the views of the International Chamber of 

Commerce, has liberalized the conditions for the execution of arbitral awards by 

national enforcement agencies so as to facilitate the enforcement of arbitral 

alrards. It has therefore eliminated or modified the restrictions imposed 

by the 1927 Convention. Holrever, the enforcement of arbitral alrards has an 

impcrtant bearing on the rights and interests of the: parties concerned. 

Consequently, no excessive latitude should be allowed in the consideration of 

the conditions to be met. Thus it is necessary to retain certain conditions 

set forth in the 1927 Convention. For example, article I, paragraph 2 (a), 

of the 1927 Convention lays down the conditioti that 'the award has been mtde \ 

in pursuance of a submission to arbitration which is valid under the law 

applicable thereto', and article 'II, paragraph 2, of the same Convention provides- 

that 'if K;e award has not covered all questions submitted to the arbitral 

trrounsl, the competent authority of the country where recognition or 

enforcement of the award is sought can, if it thinks fit, postpone such 

recognition or enforcement or grant it, subject to such guarantees as that 

authority may decide'. In the draft Convention, neither article III (a) nor -' 

article iV (aj has inci+ed i&e above-mentioned cuntitiouti. ii ia truggetittsir 

that similar provisions should be added to the draft Convention." 
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Federal Republic of Gerniany 

"Article III, clause (b) should stipulate only that the awarC! must be final. 

In procedure, hotlever, this description has no significance except in the sense 

that the award must possess a kind of formal legal validity (force of 

res judicata); it cannot, as stated in the reilort of the Committee on the 1 

Enforcement of International Arbitral Awards (E/27&, page 9, paragraph 33) mean I, i 

that the arbitral award must have settled all matters at issue between the I 
parties. The additional stipulation that the award mud be 'operative' may 1 

prove misleading; it also appears redundant." I. 

France I 

"It is stated in article III (a) of the draft that, to obtain the recognition 

and cnforcementofforeign arbitral awards, the parties must have agreed, in 

writing, either by a special agreement or by an a?-bitral clause in a contract, 

.,to settle their differences by means of arbitration. 

"This provision would seem to restrict considerably the scope ana importance 

of the Convention. It is a not unusual practice in international trade to 

conclude an arbitration agreement by an exchange 03 letters or telegrams. 
, 

"It would therei"ore be better to stipulate simply that evidence in writing 

is required which proves the d.11 of the two parties to settle their differences 

by means of arbitration." 
‘ 

j 
Mexico 

"The Mexican Governrcent 'approves of the provisions in the draft / 

,(articles III and IV) stipulating that the award must have become Tinal and 
I 

operative in the country in which it was made and that recognition and enforcement/ 

of the award may be refused if: 
1 

"(a) the subject matter of the award is not capable of settlement by 

arbitration under the law of the country in which the.allard is sought to be I 

relied upon; or I 

"(b) the recognition cr enforcement of the award, or the subJect matter I 

thereof, would be clearly incompatible with public policy or with fundamental 

principles of the law (ordre public) of the country in which the award io sought 

to be relied upon." 
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I. Switzerland 
L 

"Article III (a): It is stated that the parties must have agreed to settle 

'their' dii'ferences by means of arbitr&tion; it would be better to replace the 

possessive.adjective 'their' by 'the' (follo1*red by the noun in the singular), for 

it is obvious that when tlro or more parties insert an arbitral clause in a contract, 

that clause can apply only to differences between the parties. Article III (a) 

1 

should therefore read: 
I. t(a) That the parties nemed in the award have agreed in writing, 

either by a special agreement or by an arbitral clause in a contract, to 
settle the difference by means of arbitration;' 

"Article III (b): The draft prepared by the United Nations experts provides 

that the arbitral award the recognition-and enforcement of which are sought must 

have become final and operative. If the provision zean? that the award must have .,~ 

not only the authority, but also the binding force, of res judicata, then it goes 

much too far and all the difficulties causeii by article 1 (a) of the Geneva 
.I I,; i I( 

! Convention of 1927 vill recur. For if it is a condition that the s.lrsrd must have 
" 

the binding force of res juaicata, then the time limits which have to elapse before ‘) ,i 

the emDorcement of an award can be obtained M.llbe extended considerably; the 

consequence will be that the procedure will be retarded, whereas.aisputes occurring 

in international-trade should be settled as promptly as possible. 

“IJe therefore take the'view that the idea of the ICC should be accepted, in A 
other words, that the problem should be approached from the angle of annulment. 

Precautions should, of course, be taken lest sn arbitral award that has been .* I 
contested but not yet annulled in the couptry in which it was made qualify for 

recognition in the country of enforcement. For th,$s reason, allolrance tould have 

to be made for the sriapension of the arbitralawc;rd. 
.' 

"Furthermore, in some cases the applicant for enforcement may find it -1 

difficult to produce the positive proof required in the draft of the United Nations i 

experts. VJe would therefore prefer a provision requiring only negative proof, the ' 

onus being on the party opposing enforcement. This shift of the burden of proof 'I : ,I:,.; 

seems all the more justified as in his suit for recognPt5on and enforcement, the 
‘.I 

1 applicant's task Is in any,case hard enough, not least beceuse suit is brought. '1 
.__: 

in the other party's court. 
i 

"We therefore propose the following text for article III (b):. 

t(b) That, in the country where the award was made, the award has 
not been annulled and that; its enforcement has not been suspended. I” 
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ARTICJZ IV 

Austria 

ad article IV (b): 

Yhe wording is not quite clear. Is the text intended to mean that it nil1 

be sufficient if on one single occasion a hearing Has granted? Or must the party 

in question have had an opportunity to attend throughout the proceedings? 

"Presumably, the intention vas to stipulate that the unsuccessful party in 

the arbitration proceedings must have had an opportunity to present its case at 

the proper time and also to reply to argument for the other site and to the 

evidence of witnesses. 

ad article IV (e): 

"In this clause the vrords 'or that its enForcercent has been suspended in the 

said country* should be inserted after the l.rord ‘made’. c. comments 

ad article III (b). - 

ad article IV (f): 

"This provision seems to be Zen to question. because it might furnish a -- 
pretext for refusing enforcement. Every judicial decision and also every arbitral 

award should be so phrased as to be capable of enforcement. This is a point to be 

taken into account already in the proceedings. !ihile it is true that if the 

arbitral award is not stated clearly it may he incapable of enforcement, there is 

no need to say so specifically. 

aZ article IV (e): 

"The provision should be worded more clearly. The decisive authority es 

regarda the composition of the arbitral tribunal and the arbitral procedure should 

be the agreement between the parties, proviaedthat this agreement vas effective 

under the lav of the State in which the arbitral award was made. 

"In the absence of such an agreement, the legislative provisions in force in 

the State in which the award vas made should be decisive. The result, of course, 

would be reliance on the local latr relating to ar'bitral procedure; but this cannot 

be avoided, and is but one more yi'Sf of the -6rSent ncefi tc cton&zr%se the rules 

governing arbitral procedure. 

"Not only a breach of the provisions relating to the composition (constitution 

in the French text) of the arbitral tribunal, but also a breach of those relating 
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to the place where the arbitration proceedings are held (e.g., if the arbitral s 

tribunal should sit in a country other than that a&reed upon) should constitute 
:i 

grounas for refusing enforcement. 

"If the provision were taken literally, even a ,-l.ir~ht and unimportant 

. 

departure from the agreement betvreen the parties or, in the absence of such an 

agreement, from the local law relating to arbitral procedure, wOuld constitute a 

ground for reiusing enforcement. The consequence would be, however, that in many 

cases the rcco@ition and enforcement of an arbitral award Trould be frustrated 

without just cause. The procedural violations referred to in paragraph (g)-should 

')e specified more clearly, possibly by a formula providing that they render the 

award void or voidable, depending on the local law. 

ad article IV (h): 

"It might be advisable to specii"y that unless the incompatibility exists by 

a certain date enforcement cannot be refused on the grounds oi" incompatibility dth 

public policy (ordre public). This is certainly the position if' the arbitral alard 

or the subject matter thereon' is incompatible with public policy both when the 

arbitral award is made and when it is sought to be relies upon (i.e., when its 

recognition or enforcement is applied for); presumably, holrever, it is also the 

position if the incompatibility existed only at the time when the award was made 

but not at the time when it vas sought to be relied upon; and also ii" the 

incompatibility, though non-existent at the time when the award was made, does 

exist by the time of the application for enforcement." 

Beigium 

g article IV 

"1. Clauses (a) and (h) 

"The first of these provisions is included in the second. 

"Fle consider that the tvo texts should be merged into a single clause (a), 

which might be ?iOraed as follows: 

'(a) That the subject matter of the award is not capable of settlements 
by arbitration under the law of the country in which the alrard is sought 
to be relied upon, or that the recognition or etiorcement o? the a1rard 
would be clearly incompatible with public policy or with fundamental 
pr$nciples of the law (ortie public) of that country; or' 
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"2. Clauses (b) and (c) 

"Both these clauses erc concerned with the rights or the defence - in other 

words, they deal with the same subject. They should therefore be amalgamated as was 

done in article 2 (b) ol" the Geneva Convention, in n single clause, reading as 

I"ollo1rs: 

l(b) That the party against whom the allard is invoked Vas not given 
notice of the appointment of the arbitrator or of the arbitration proceedings 
in due form or in stificient time to enable him to present his case, or that 
the said party, being under a legal incapacity, Has not properly representea; 
or' 

"It might be useful to specify in the report that the words 'in due form or in 

sufficient time' mean: 'in the manner and within the time limit presaribed by the 

law of the country in which the award was made' ; 

“3. Clause (a) 

"Under the second part of this provision decisions which fall rrit$in the terms 

of the submission to arbitration may be separated from those \,rhich do not, provided 

that they are not interdependent. 

"This provision might prove extremely troublesome in practice and might give 

rise to procedural difficukes (fcr excmple,if the foreign judge should grant only 

a partial enforcement order in respect of an arbitral award that $3 the subject of 

a comprehensive order in the country in which the award was made). 

"Ue cannot but approve of the attitude of the Belgian representative who 

opposed the adoption of the provision in question. 

- “4. Clause'(f) 

"The Belgian representative quite rightly objected to the inclusion of this 

superfluous :lause." 

China 

See comments under article III. 

Federal Republic of Germany 

"In article IV it does not seem necessary that clause (b) should include 

sufficient notice of the appointment of the arbitrator as a ground for refusal of 

recognition and enfxdcement. It is, in any case, customary to siipulste that 

i? an erbitretcr is not appointed in good time, the right to deoimte an 

arbitrator passes to a third party or else that one of the parties may apply to a 
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national court. Hence the timely appointment of the arbitrator cannot subsequently 

be oi" any significance in the recognition and enforceme&of the arbitral awed. 

"The further stipulation in clause (b) that notice must have been given in due 

form may lead to difficulties in practice, for it is not certain what criteria are 

;' to be applied in determining whether 'iiue form' has been observed. Therefore this ..,? 

clause, which did not figure in the corresponding provision of the Geneva 4; 
Convention (article 2 (b)), should be deleted. P -L 

/ 
"In addition at the Bnd of clause (a) of the proviso which rends: : ' 

'provided that if the decisions on matters submitted to arbitration can be ., 

separated from those not so submitted' arouses some misgivings. One consequence ,. 

of the proviso would be a partial recognition and'enforcement of an ar?ark - a 

concept utterly foreign to international law. In practice, moreover, it Hould, 

in conflict with the spirit of the Convention, open the door to a review as to 

substance. 
: 

“Article IV, clause (f) is likewise open to oerkous objections, for this 

provision too, might. introduce the possibility of a reviw as to substance, which 

would be undesirable. 

"Article IV, clause (g) represents an amplification of article I (c) of the 

Geneva Convention in that it includes a reference to the actual arbitral procedure. 

! The Geneva Convention was concerned only with the constitution of the arbitrol 

1 tribunal. There appears to be no reason to widen the scope of this provision, and 

:;the reference to arbitral procedure should. therefore be deleted from clause (g). 

i "Article IV, clauses (b), (e) and .(g> are designed chiefiy to protect the It' 

i party against whom the award is invoked. Hence it appears unnekeseary for the , 

i 
authority concerned to ascertain whether the grounds for refusal provided by these 

,! clauses are present, and preferable to leeve‘it to the party in question to decide 

I whether or not to invoke them. Not until a party invokes the one or other of _ 

these grams should the court enquire rrhether the objection is valid. It fs 

therefore advisable that an additionalpareflaph ehoula be included on the lines 'm 

of that contained in article IV, paragrt.% 2, of the International Chamber of 

iCorrJnerce draft and already propoeed by the R@resentati.ve of SIreden 

I ' 
!/report, page 13)." ,. 

-i 
If 

-- 
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France 
I, . . . . . 

“(3) Article IV (e) does not constitute an adequate safeguard, for 

enforcement may be sought abroad bel'ore the award has been annulled in the 

country in which it was made. Accordingly it should be provided that, if 

judicial proceedings for the annulment of the awed have been initiated, the 

recognition or enforcement of the x?ard may be suspended until a final decision 

has been given. 

"(4) Article IV (g) might with advantage be redrafted. 

"This provision states that the enforcement of the arbitral awrd may 

be refused only if the arbitral procedure was not in accordark with the 

agreement of the parties to the extent that such agreement was lawful in the 

country where the arbitration took place, Taken literally, these words might 

be argued to mean that if the procedure was not in accordance with the agreeinent 

I of the parties, in a case in llhich the agreement was unlawful, enforcement ccnnct 

be refused - an intcrgretnticn which is mnifestly c& In keeping with the 

intmtion of the authors or with the object P the Cctrmittee." 

Japan 

"Article IV (f) is deemed dispensable. Aside from the fact that occurrence 

of a case falling thereunder mould be virtually improbable, it is feared that 

such a clause will give ground for refusal of fulfilment of awards by a party 

.to lzhich a disadvantageous award has been adjudicated, with the result that the 

zexecution of amrds will be unduly delayed. 

"It Is hoped that the.nature of the 'Arbitral authority', article IV (g) 

be defined clearly. 

"Deletion of the terms 'subject matter thereof' in Article IV (h) is 

advisable as they would occasion confusion in the interpretation of the same 

clause." 

Mexico 

See cements under Article III. 
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Republic of Korea 

"The Convention provides that recognition and enforcement of a foreign 

arbitral award shall be accepted only in a case where the parties named in the 

award have agreed upon in writing either by a special agreement or by an 

arbitral clause in 8 contract. And in this regard, it is also stipulated that 

without prejudice to this provision, this recognition and enforcement may be 

' refused only if the competent authority in the country uhere such recognition 

or enforcement is SoLIght, is satisfied with conditions specified in Article IV 

of the draft Convention. 

\ "These stipulations are in themselves considered as appropriate; that is, 

recognition and enforcement of a foreign arbitral aboard are based on the 

agreement or contract between the parties and on the other hand, opportunities 

to refuse such recognition or enforcement are also given although subject to 

certain conditions. 

"However, attention is drawn to the possible fact that a fore'ign arbitrator i 

may make sn unfair award, despite such stipulations.- In this case, indeed 

under Article IV of the said draft Convention, recognition or enforcement of j 

this award may be refused, but such refusal of recognition or enforcement will 

not be admitted to be acceptable unless the competent authority in the country 

where this recognition or enforcement is sought, is satisfied with specified 

conditions. And consequently there still remains some unfair award to be 

recognised or enforced upon the parties under the proposed draft Convention. 

"In view of these facts, in order to prevent an arbitrator from making 

such unfair award, it is required to provide for stipulations governing foreign 

arbitrator. The Government of the' Republic of Korea, therefore, wishes to 

advise to insert into the draft Convention arbitrator clauses on procedure for 

appointment of an arbitrator, on duty to be imposed upon the arbitrator and aJ.so 
. . 

on disapproval of the arbitrator providing that if any arbitrator who may .-. 

possibly make an unfair award is appointed such appointment may be refused." ,; 

Switzerland 

'As regards the grounds for refusing reCOgnitiOn and enforcement of the 
.~._L 

arbitral award, clause (1) is likely to be a fresh source of contention, for $4~ ' 

/ _... -.. 
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would enable the losing party to resor: to all kinds of delaying tactics and 

manoeuvres. The provision contained in clause (f) should therefore be deleted. 

Another reason for the deletion is that clause (h) contains a proviso relating 

to ordre public, so that what clause (f) was in essence meant to safeguard is 

already covered; besides, if clause (f) is deleted, an unduly broad interpretation 

will no longer be possible. 

"The purpose of the provision contained in article IV (g) is to enable the 

court of the country of enforcement to determine whether thb 'agreement was 

lawful in the country where the arbitration took place'. Such a provision would ; 

enable the losing party to resort to further delaying tactics and the proceedings 

might thus be protracted; furthermore, the weapon of annulment could then too 

easily be brought into play. Indeed, under clause (g) as now drafted, the court 

of the country of enforcement would have authority to annul an arbitral award, 

on the ground that it was not in accordance with the law of the country where I 

the arbitration toolc place, even in a case in which the award would not 
1 

necessarily be null and void under that law itself. Such a possibility 
'I 

certainly did not enter into the intentions of the authors of the draft. 1 
Clause (g) should therefore.be amended to cover this aspect of the problem." / 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

"Article IV, sub-paragraph (f) should be deleted. 

“In article IV, sub-paragraph (h), the words 'or the subject matter thereof' 

should be deleted." 
4- 

ARTICLE V 

Austria 

"See comments on article III (b)." 

Federal Republic of Germany 

"Under article V the only condition laid dolm with regard to copies of 

arbitral awards is that they should be duly authenticated. Similarly, 

translations are required only to be duly certified. The Connnittee on the 

Enforcement of International Aruitral Awards regards this rule as a considerable 
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liberalization of the terms of article IV (1) and (2) of the Geneva Convention . 

(report, page 14). It is doubtful, however, whether the provision will in fact 

produce the favourable result expected; it seems much more likely to lead to .,; t 
uncertainty. In the absence of more particular directions concerning the 

precise conditions to be fulfilled by a 'duly authenticated copy' or a 'duly _ 

certified translation', the court applied to will probably be guided by the 

lex fori. Hitherto the rule has been that the award had to be duly authenticated 

'according to the requirements of the law of the country in which it was made' 

(article IV (1) of the Geneva Convention). It would probably be as well to 1 

leave the Geneva formula unchang@, for there is greater affinity with the law 

of the country in which the award was made than with the lex fori. With regard 

to the certification of translations, however, it would be sufficient to specify, 

unlike article IV (2) of the Geneva Convention, that such translation/must be 

certified correct by a sworn translator of one of the two States." 
'5. 

ARTICLE VI 

Austria 

"In connexion with this article one must consider what significance should 

henceforth attach to the Geneva Protocol of 1923'and to the Geneva Convention of : 

192_7. In no circumstances should the new convention be retrograde in its effect. 

"State5 Parties to the 1923 Protocol and the 1927 Convention which do not P. 
accede to the new convention should continue to be bound by these earlier 

instruments. 

"On the other hand. *s between the States Parties to the Geneva Convention 

the latter should supersede the which ratify or accede to the new convention, 

former, and this should be stated expressly. It would lead to a confusion of _ 

/the law if both conventio,ls were to be in effect concurrently as between the 

ssme States. In this connexion, cf. article 29 of the Convention relating to 

civil actions (The Haguy, 1954) and article 27 of the Berne Convention for the 

Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (Brussels, 1948), which expressly 

regulate the extent of validity of the old and the new Conventions as between 

States Parties to both. 
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"!&he provision might read as follows: 

'As between States which have ratified it or acceded to it, this 
Convention shall supersede the Geneva Protocol on Arbitration Clauses 
of 24 September 1923 and the Geneva Convention on the Execution of 
Foreign Arbitral Awards of 26 September 1927.'" 

Belgium -- 
"In order to avoid possible controversy, the adoption of the draft 

Convention should htl.ve the effect of terminsting the 1927 Convention as between 

the Contracting States. 

"A proliferation of diplomatic conventions on the same subjects is bound 

to give rise to difficulties of interpretation and application." I 

"The first part of Article VI did not find a place in Article V of the 
I 

Geneva Convention of 1927 and was incorporated by the Committee in Article VI. 

This provides that 'the provisions of the present Convention shall not affect 

the validity of multilateral or bilateral agreements concerning the recognitioni 

and enforcement of Arbitral Awards entered into by the contracting States'. The' 

wording of this article $8 not free from ambiguity inasmuch as it may be 

interpreted to include the Geneva Convention of 1927 also as this Convention is 

a multilateral agreement concerning the recognition and enforcement of Arbitral', 

Awards. But the object of the proposed Convention 'is to establish a new 

convention which while going further than the Geneva Convention in facilitating 
* 

.- the ecforcement'of foreign Arbitral Awards, would at the same time, maintain 

generally recognized +inciples of justice and respect the Sovereign rights of 

States'. This part of the article would therefore require modification with a 

view to clarifying the position." 

Switzerland 

"This article deals with bilateral or multilateral agreetcents concluded 

by the States Parties to the Convention. Perhaps it should provide that such 

instruments may be relied on in so far as they stipulate more liberal 

governing the recognition and enforcement of international arbitral awards in 

private law but cannot be rblis:L ti; LI 49 they =+.inlllnte more stringent ---=~- 

We do not think the text as drafted is sufficiently clear on this point." j 

I 
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ARTICLE VII 

"Clause 1 of article VII of the draft Convention as wordeti is likely to " 

exclude some important countries with which various members of the United Nations 
I 

have trade relations from becoming parties to the Convention. In view of the .-. 

growing world trade with these countries, it is not desirable to exclude them .; 

from joining the Convention, It is the view of the Goverrment of India that a ..6 

Convention of this kind must be open to all countries. Since, as worded, 

Clause 1 of Article VII is likely to prevent certain countries IlhZch do not fall 

in the three categories ment5one.l therein from becoming parties to the -' 
, . 

Convention, it is suggested that this article be modified by the addition of ~~ 

the following, viz: Ior any other State interested in beccming a party to the I_ 

Convention' at the end of tine Clause." 
i- 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
Tai 

"Article VII of the Draft Convention should be left as it appears in the .; 

Draft Convention prepared by the International Chamber of Ccnunerce (E/C.2/373): 
. . 

i.e. the Convention should be open to the signature of all States. Article VIII, 

paragraph 1, and articles XIV and XV of the Draft Convention should be amended 

accordingly." 
'i 
+ 

;"?, 
-1; 

ARTICLE VIII 
.5 
1.7% 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

See comments under Article VII. 

ARTICLE IX 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics ,;: 

"Article IX of the Draft Convention should be deleted in its entirety and 
;5! 

-.*G 
-* 

article XII, paragraph 2, should be deleted accordingly." 
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NITICLZ X i 

Japan 

"Article X, paragraph 2, is believed not necessarily essential." 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

"Article X of the Draft Convention should be deleted in its entirety, and 

in view of the deletion of this article and of article IX, article XIV, 

sub-paragraph (c) should also be deleted." 

Switzerland 

"This article specifies the time when the Convention wi-' cease to be 

applicable with respect to a Contracting State which has denounced it. However, 

it contains no provision regarding the status of whatever enforcement proceeding: 

are pending at the time when the denunciation takes, effect. 

"Ue therefore propose the addition to Article XII of a provision to the 

effect that the Convention shall continue to be applicable to arbitral awards 

in respect of which enforcement proceedings have been instituted before the 

denunciation takes effect." 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

-,See conrments under Article IX. 
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ARTlCIB XIII 

Japan 

"Disputes occurring among Member States in connexion with the application 

or interpretation of the p&oposed Convention are desired to be finally settled 

by the equitable judgement of third parties. It is accordingly deemed that the 

inclusion of the reservation clause of Article XIII, paragraph 2, is unnecessary." 

Lebanon 

"The Lebanese Government is in favour of article XTII, paragraph 2, which 

leaves States free to refuse to accept the jurisdiction sf the International 

Court of Justice." 

Switzerland 

- . 
tiWe welcome the introduction of a jurisdictional clause, We should, however, 

'7 '3' . prefer this prov&ion to apply to all the States which ratify the Convention, and 

not only to those which choose not to take advantage of the reservation provided. 

Paragraph 2 of article XIII might therefore be deleted." 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

"Article XIII shouldbe amended to read as follows: 

'Any dispute which may have arisen between any two or more Contracting 
States concerning the interpretation or application of this Ccnvention, 
which has not been settled by negotiation, shall, with the ccnsent of all 

, parties to the dispute, be referred to the International Court of Justice 
for decision, unless they agree to another mode of settlemenf.~" 

ARTICLE XIV 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

See comments under article VII ma article X. 

ARTICLE XV 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

See comment5 under article VII. 
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International Chamber of Commerce 
" 

"Title of the Convention :' 

The ICC's Preliminary Draft had as its title 'Convention on the Enforcement 

of International Arbitral.Awards'. The ECOSCC Committee's drai't was entitled 

'Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards'. ' 

For reason8 which will be developed below in connexion with Article I of 

the draft, the Commission considered that a title that was both broader and I; i 

simpler could be adopted with advantage. It would be as follows: 

'Convention on the International Recognition and Enforcement of 

Arbitral Awards'.') 

. . 

.Y. _. 

Sociktd Beige d'Etudes et d'Expansion 

"In examining the draft, we constantly bore in mini the practical aim 

pwxxed, as defined in paragraph 69 of the report: J 

'to further the formulation of a set of rules governing arbitration 
proceedings which might be adopted by the various countries of the world.* 

"We ieel, in fact, that in order to be useful in the broadest sense of 

the woxd, the Convention should be acceptable to the largest possible number of 

countries, even at the cost, in the case of some countries, of a voluntary 

surrender of some of their prerogatives. 

"One of the chief difficulties in the enforcement of foreign arbitral 

awards is that, in order ,&o be enforceable, the award must be in conformity 

with the will of the parties or, where they have failed to agree on the 

procedure to be followed, the procedure must be in conformity with the law 

of the country where the award waa made. 

"It would therefore be desirable for the Economic and Social Council to i 

instruct the Ad Hoc Committee to draw up a convention laying down general rules -- 
. a.~- _A.. _.~ or procefiure to be observed in aii twor~cr;ac~ur~ g~izei&iiigs. -- P-*L4- -gunl AL4.s vscu."svg ".. au 

a text should not present major difficulties and its adoption by States would 

eliminate many of the procedural devices commonly resorted to fof the 

purpoee of resisting applications for an enforcement order." 
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Society of Comparative Legislation 

Title of the Ccnventicn 

"Instead of replacing the phrase 'international arbitral awards' by 

'foreign arbitral awards', it would be preferable to add to it the words 

*in private law'. This addition would eliminate any possibility of 

confusion with 'arbitration in public international law', while, by 

maintaining the adjective 'international', stress would be laid on the 

objective of the international economic circles represented by the International 

Chamber of Commerce - which initiated the 1927 Geneva Convention even as it 

initiated the draft under consideration - namely, to facilitate the enforcement 

of arbitral awards of an international nature end, more specifically, of an 

international commercial nature. 

"The title proposed by the ICC, though narrotler in scope, had the advantage 

of avoiding the difficulties which foreign arbitral awards in civil disputes 

may present. Because the title 'foreign arbitral awards' covers this type of 

dfapute, the Governments which are potential parties to the Convention will be 

more hesitant in agreeing to the adoption of a simplified procedure. 

"This procedure is not open to the same objections in commercial as in 

civil matters, first, because businessmen and persons who engage in commerce 

in general are usually well-informed and experienced people who may be 

expected to know what they are doing when they choose arbitration; secondly, 

because-these are the people who are anxiousto obtain a decision as quickly 

aa possible and to make sure that it is enforc?d without their becoming 

entangled in further stages of procedure or formalities which may be multiplied 

and complicated by a waning of good faith on the part of the losing parties. 

"Lastly, the term 'international awards t contains a promise for the future; 

it suggests that international organisations may bend their efforts towards a 

Larger and more rewarding goal: namely, that arbitral awards may be made under 

the rule6 of procedure of international arbitration centres, the agreement of 

the parties stipulating that the arbitration proceedings shall be governed by 

those rules, the provisions of which would tend to remove arbitrai tii:rtii'ds fioiii 

the sphere of national laws on procedure - usually far too rigid to'meat the 
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wishes of international commerce - and to place them rather, where their 

enforcement is concerned, under an international organ concerned with verifying 

their prima facie validity. 
“?yj 
:u -- 

"In leaving the Contracting States free to apply the Convention only to ‘ 

disputes arising out of contracts which are considered as commercial (srticle 5, 

paragraph 2), the authors of the draft have mode it possible to limit the sphere 

of application of the convention and to give it a definite subject matter: 
-3 

'international commercial awards in private law'. 

"If the Convention is limited to commercial disputes, even States and 

public corporations can be subjected to the same simplified enforcement 

procedure, provided that their will to settle the matter by arbitration has i/ 

been clearly indicated and that the proper formalities required to give it 

valid expression - if any such formalities are called for under their national 

law - have been observed." 

ARTICLE I 

International Chamber of Commerce 

"The dissimilarity of the titles chosen by the ICC and by ECOSOC for the 

Draft Conventions framed by them respectively, rather indicate that the two 

drafts do not quite aim at the same ends. 

"Article I of the Preliminary Draft of the ICC and paragraph 1 of 

article I of the ECOSOC draft agree only in so far as they both restrict the 

Convention's scope to the recognition and enforcement of awards containing a 

foreign element. But the ECOSCC Committee of Experts proposed to retain as 

sole criterion of what constituted a foreign element the fact that recognition 

and enforcement of the award are demanded in a country other than the one in 

The ICC, however, wished to allow for two other which the award was made. 

possibilities: fir&, cases where the-parties had their principal establishments 

or usual residences in different countries; secondly, cases where disputes 

*a*-~~4 to erbitration yrose from contracts qualified as international, not -------.. __ 
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because of the natio?alities or residences of the parties, but because the 

contracts were likely to produce effects in a country foreign to both parties. 

"In its Preliminary Draft, it was the desire of the ICC to extend the 

benefit of the Convention unreservedly to arbitral awards in these three cases, 

since they were all three encountered fairly frequently by Arbitration Centres 

called upon to determine disputes arising in the course of international trade. 

"By taking only one of these three possibilities into account, the ECOSOC 

Committee's draft indirectly impaired the freedom of the will of the parties, 

which should be allowed full play in all these cases. 

"Without wishing to anticipate the comments which will be made on the 

provisions of article IV (g) of the draft, sanctioning this freedom of will, 

and merely as an illustration of the foregoing remarks, the following cements 

are called for: 

"Because of the limited scope of the Convention drafted by the ECOSOC 

Ccmmittee of Experts, the parties cannot exercise their freedom of will, unless 

they proceed to arbitration in a country other than that in which the award 

would fall to be enforced. Under this system, even if the parties to a dispute 

were of the same nationality, the rules of procedure of a given arbitral body 

might be applied, provided the said arbitral body was situated in a country 

other than the one where the award would have to be relied upon by the 

successful party. For example, the Convention could apply to an award made 

by an English arbitral boay in a dispute between two French parties, this award 

normally having to be enforced in France. However, if the dispute was - as is 

typic& of internationel coIGmercia1 arbitration - between an English and a 

French party, and if it was determined by the same English arbitral body, the 

C&vention would not be applicable, if the French party sought to enforce the 

award in England, whereas the said award would enjoy the benefits of the 

Convention if the English party sought to enforce it in France. Thus, the 

autonomy of the will of the parties and, consequently, the choice of the private 

rules of arbitration that would .be applicable, are dependent on the often 

uncertain.outcome of the dispute, which would. seem contrary to the very aim 

of the draft. !!%e Convention would thus nat only jeopardize co-or&nation, 

which the rules,of the large Arbitral Centres are working towards in response 

to the urgent requirements of international trade, but would also be likely to 

J%%mper recoqse to these Arbitral Centres. 
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"Since all national systems of law do not provide for a distinct commercial 

law, their dissimilarity makes it difficult to limit the scope of the Convention 

to ccimmercial disputes. Consequently, abandoning the position taken in the 

ICC's Preliminary Draft, the Commission agreed to the solution recommended in 

ECOSOC Committee's Draft of article 1; para. 2, which allows Contracting States 

the possibility of limiting their commitments to disputes considered as 

commercial under their national laws. 
. 

"In accordance with the foregoing explanations, and to satisfy the' 

requirements of international trade, the Cormnission considered that Article 1, 

para. 1 of the ECOSOC Expert's Draft might be worded as follows: 

'The present Convention shall apply to the recognition and enforcement 
of arbitral awards made in the territory of a state other than the state 
in which such awards are relied upon, as well as of awards settling 
disputes between parties having their main establishments or, failing 
this, their usual residences situated within the territories of 
different states. It shall equally apply to awards made in disputes 
involving legal relationships implemented in whole or in part in the 
territories of different states.' 

"If, contrary to all expectations, the above text should not be ado$ed, 

in full, the Commission considers, that, in any case, +iicle I, para. 1 should 

include the first two criteria of foreign elements, i.e. it should be worded as 

follows: 

"The present Conv&tion shall apply to the recognition and enforcement 
or arbitral awards made in the territory of a state other than the state 
in which such awards are relied upon, as well as of awards settling 
disputes between parties having their main establishments or, failing 
ihis, their usual residences within.the territories of different states.' 

"Article I, para. 2 cf the ECOSOC Experts @ Draft lays aown two restrictions 

on the scope of the Cotivention, the first of which deals with the commercial 

nature of disputes, which has already been discussed above. The other 

restriction reserves the possibility of requiring territorial reciprocity: 

the ICC has already made all the criticisms provoked by this restriction, whic$ 

is contrary to the legitimate interests of international trade. The Commission 

therefore welcomes the fact that the Committee of Werts had, in principle, 

accepted the arguments put fol-olard, and it expressed the hope that, in the sa&e 

spirit, the Contracting States would not make any use of this possibilitJr,"_-- 
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International Law Association 

"It is thought that the Geneva Protocol of 1923 should be expressly 
I 
j incorporated in the new 'Convention. Apart from any other reasons, the 

proposed new Convention is no doubt intended to extend to a great number 

of States which are not parties to the Protocol. They would not, therefore, 

be bound thereby." 

Soci&d Belge alEtudes et dVWpnnsion 

'Paragraph 2. States are given the option of limiting the application 

of the Convention strictly to arbitral cnlords made in the terr%tory of another 

Contracting State. It is also provided that the application of the Convention 

may be limited to disputes considered as commercial under their national law. 

"These two restrictions seem regrettable. 

"If the aim is to,make the Convention accessible to all countries it 

appears %?rong to begin by indicating that there is an opticn of refusing to 

apply it to arbitral awards not made in the territory of a Contracting State. 

Such a provision might conceivably operative against the interests of nationals 

of Contracting States. 

"For example: let us suppose the case of a commercial transaction between 

a United Kingdom national and B United States national which is to be carried out 

fn the territory of a non-contracting State. A dispute arises,and the parties 

agree to refer it to an arbitral tribunal of the country in which the transaction 

is ccrr.rrjed out. 

I "If the United States and the United Kingdom limit the application df the 

Convention to awards made in the territory of a Contracting State, it will be 

impossible to enforce the award even if it complies with the provisions of the 

national law of the country which has limited the application of awards under 

article I, paragraph 2, of the draft convention. 

"There is something paradoxical in this situation. 

"Furthermore, the draft text gives countries the option of limiting the 

application of the Convention to disputes Which are considered as commercial 

under their national lair. 
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"!The reason for this limitation is not apparent, for the aim is to secure :; cxp 
the widest possible recognition of foreign arbitral awards. =$g 

"In Belgium, both in civil and in commercial matters, rights which can be f 

freely disposed of may be the subject of arbitration. B z r 
g-; 

"!Chis is also the case in many other countries. . ..-r 

"Hence it would seem the proper course to make the validation of any foreign 

arbitral decision, on any matter whatsoever, mandatory in all cases in which 
'; d 

arbitration is permitted under national law. '.Y 

"In conclusion we would suggest that article I, paragraph 2, 6hOuld be,., ~ ~ 

amended to read as follows: 
: 1 

'Y 

'Any Contracting State may, upon signing, ratifying or ac~ceding 
to this Convention, declare that it will apply the Convention only to 
the recognition and enforcement' of arbitral awards made in disputes 
arising between national6 of Contracting States. The Convention 
shall apply to disputes arising out oE rights which may, under the * 
national law of the country in which the award is to be enforced, 
be submitted to arbitration.'" 

Society of CompGative Legislation 

"The following words should be added after the words 'persons whether 

physical or legal' at the end of paragraph 1: 'this expression to include 

States, public bodies an& undertakings (collectivit& publiques), public 

establishments and establishments serving the public interest, on the condition 

that the said differences arose out of a commercial contract or a private 

business operation (acte de gestion prjde). 

"L8.B. It should be noted at this point that there have been cases in the past 
in which even States and pu'blic bodies or undertakings - State Railways and 
municipalities - have undertaken to refer disputes arising out of international 
contracts to private arbitration, have resorted to the prescribed arbitral 
procedure and have given effect to the-arbitral awards made. lkis has happened 
several times, for exsmple in cases dealt with by the Court of Arbitration of the 
International Chamber of Commerce. In our view ft wou&i be wholly desirable to 
encourage this practice by including the clause proposed as the BelgLan 
representative has requested (paragraph 24 of the reportjg 
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"Proposed text of article I: 

‘1. This Convention shall apply to the recognition an&enforcement 
of arbitral awards made abroad, whether they arise out of disputes between 
persons who have their principal establishment, or their habitual residence, 
in the territory of different States, or are concerned with legal 
relationships which produce their effects wholly or partly in the territory 
of different States. The Convention shall apply to States, public bodies 
and undertakings, public establishment6 and establishments serving the 
public interest, on the condition that the disputes affecting them arcse 
out of a ccmcrcial ccntract or a private business operation. 

'2. Any Contracting State may, upon signing, ratifying or trcaedirg 
to this Convention, declare that it will apply the Convention only to tke 
recognition and enforcement of arbitral awards made in the t-rpitcry sf 
another Contracting State. Similarly, any Contracting State may declare 
that it will apply the Convention only to disputes arising out of contracts 
which are considered as commercial under the national law of the Contracting 
State making such declaration."' 

1 ARTICLE: II 

International Law Association 

"In view of the many difficulties which are being Fxferiences in the 

application of the existing Geneva Convention, owing to cumbersome rules 

of procedure and to the Revenue laws.in many Contracting States, it is suggested 

that the new Convention should embody provisions on the following lines: 

(a) Applications for enforcement to be by ordinary summons, to be 

heard on a date fixed i'orthwith, leaving the Respondent sufficient 

-c time to appear and to put for-ward his objections, but without any 

unnecessary del6y. 

(b) Such applications to be heard by alsingle judge, judge adjunct 

or other officer (Master, Registrar, Fechtspfleger, etc.) (hereinafter 

called, for the sake of brevity, the enforcement judge). 

(c) Evidence to be by documents and affidavits only. In particular 

evidence on forei@ law should be by affidavit of a lawyer of repute 

practising, or having practised, in the country concerned. 
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(a) Documents, in particular the foreign award, the submission and/Or 

the Contract or letters containing the same, to be excempt from 
I 

'enregistrement', stamp or other duties, except perhaps small fixed 

duties not exceeding a certain maximum. 

(e) Diplomatic or Consular legislation of documents to be unnecessary 

if the documents or affidavits are issued,or certified by a foreign 

judicial or other Authority, Notary Public, Chamber of Commerce or 

well-known Trade Association or Organisation. 

(f) No ad valorem Court fees to be charged, except perhaps small fixed A- 
duties not exceeding a certain maximum. 

(g) The eni'orcement judge to have power to make an interim Order 

authorizing enforcement of the award, wholly or in part, with or 

without security, pending the proceeding6 if he is satisfied that 

Respondent's objections are not well founded, or are founded only 

partly. 

(h) No appeal against such interim Order or at least execution 

not to be suspended pending such appeal. 

(i) Appeal against the enforcement judge's final decision only 

on points of law to the superior Court or judge (or other superior 

officer) but execution not to be suspenCLed pending such appeal." 

Society of Comparative Legislation 

"me concluding words of this article, beginning with the words 'in 

accordance with the rule6 of procedure', should be amended to read as follows: 

'in accordance with the rules of summary procedure o?? the country where the award 

is relied upon, if there is prima facie evidence that the undermentioned 

conditions are fulfilled.' 

@B. lhe International Law Association recommends the adoption of more 
detailed provisions concerning the time limit, jurisdiction, the nature of 
supporting documents, the authentication of documents, exemption from 
registration, Stamp and other duties, etc.; the power of the enforcement 
judge to order inrulrfiiate enforcement of the award, with or without security; 
;.J~.J-It.i.on Of the right to appeal against such interim or&r; 

4 appei+- 
or .lh,< 

.*aln~~ the enforcement order 
the regulation 

- such appal to refer only to points 
- whi1e c;ckeuti.on is r&t to be suspended pending such appeal; etc. 



. I  . : t >  

1:'~ inclusion of such detailed provisions, however pertinent, would tend 
i.r : --:3-:*zden the text, and might provoke objections based on considerations 
t\,' 1 ~~ ; ional law and lead to lengthy discussion. It seems preferable to 
c.:~~~:lrate on achieving progress which, while more kimited, is practicable 
in tl,c iluncdiatc Tuture, and to continue the work c simplification and 
~~xii'icntion already begmL7 \ 

"13~~~osed text of Article II: 

'In the territories of any Contracting State to d~ich the present 
Convention applies, an arbitral ormrd shall bo reco@zed as bindin;: 
:ml shall be enforced in accordance with the rules of procedure of the 
coz-kry where the award is relied upon, if there is prima facie evidence 
that the undcrmcntioned conilitiona are fulfilled.'" ---- 

ARnTICL*E III 

Intcrnr?tional Chcmber of Commerce 

Re ]:ara. (a) 

"2he ComJnission's comments on this provision were concerned only with 

the wording, since there is agreement on the underlying principles of the 

tvq texts. 

"Pirst 02 all, in the French text> it is suggested that 'soient convenues' 

be ou,;tituted for 'alent oonvgnu'. 

"Next, it would be preferable to use the expression 'separate agreement' 

instead of 'epecial ag0eement', to distinguish it more clearly from the 

srbitration clause in the parties' contract, at the same time reversing the 

order of the two cases. Paragraph (a) would therefore read as follotrs: 

* .(a) That the parties shall have agreed in writing;, either by 
nn arbitration clause in a contract, or by a separate 
agreement, to determine their disputes by means of arbitration.' 

Re pro. (b) 

"The Commission's comments on this para&raph extend somewhat further 

and go to the root of the matter. 

"(a) the ECOXC Ccmmittee~s report states that the expression 'final and 

operstive' wa5 inserted so as tc protect the rights of the losing party. But 

if the first result of this should be to give ris e to proceeclinzs which could 
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be avoided precisely through arbitration, and tb encourage delaying tactics,, .-l 

the reform would be likely to miss an essential part of its object. 

"As a matter of fact, in all justice and fairness, it was essential to 

start from the principle that an nrbitral award in proper form constituted a 

document of a title in the hands of the party seeking its enforcement, i.e. 

that 'prima facie', the enforcement should be granted, whether sought in the 

country where the award was made or elsewhere. tl 

"Consequently, it is difficult to see how it would be possible to 

require that the party seeking enforcement should supply the negative 

evidence of the other party's failure to apply for the award to be set 

aside or its enforcement to be stayed. 

"Further, in order to prove that the periods within which recourse to 

legal proceedings must be exerLised had lapsed, it would generally be 

necessary, if the award was to be relied upon in another country, first of 

all to apply for on enforcement order from the courts in the country where the 

award 11~1s mde. Consequently, in the case unacr consideration, the text 

proposed would constrain the parties to obtain two orders of the 

courts by which the orbitraticn sword might be enforced - a formality 

likely to involve heavy stamp duties in certdn countries, and to be useless if 

enforcement were not sought in the country where the award was made. mus , 

instead of being facilitated by the Convention, the enforcement of an al?srd 

would only be impeded in relationto the national system in each country. 

"(b) If, on the.other hand, it is considered that the awid is in itself 

a title l;h;hich should be treated as executory, the burden of proof of the non- 

exiotcnce of thin power to proceed to execution must lie with the party making. 

this allegation. 

"'Ikis transfer of the burden of proof means first of all. that this 

provision must be displaced from article III (relating to the positive 

conditions to be fulf:lled by the award for it to be recognized and enforced) 

to article IV (relating negatively to the cases in which recognition and 

enforcement may be rel”used). 

~- 
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"As regards the contents of the provision, the party opposing enforcement 

could supply evidence for either of two classes of facts: 

- that the award has been set aside in the country where it was 
made, which would definitely rule out enforcement; 

- that enforcement of the award has been suspended in the same 
country; this has only a provisional effect find includes 
cases where the party concerned has simply instituted proceedings, 
such as an appeal, which imply a stay of execution. 

"(c) The foregoing remarks tend to place full value on article IV (e) 

of the draft, whose coexistence with article III (b) seems hardly justlfiec‘ 

and which it would be sufficient to complete. 

"Consequently, the Commission proposed: 

- that article III (b) of the draft be deleted; 

- that article IV (e) of the same draft be supplemented to 
include cases where enforcement of the award has been suspended." 

International Law Association 

"Sub-para. (a). 

Submission 13hould be required to be in writing and tc state the territory 

wh.ere the arbitration shall be performed; failing this, where the submissicn 

is to arbitration under the rules of a permanent organisation, the arbitration 

should be performed in the territory provided by those rules. 

"It should be provided that the essential validity of a submission should 

be governed by the law of the territory in which the arbitration shall be 

perJormed. The capacity of the parties to submit and the formal requirements 

of a submfssion should be governed by the law of the territory in which the 

submj.ssl~n or the contract containing the same is made, provided it Is made 

inter praesentes; otherwise the law of the territory in which the arbitration 

shall be performed should govern also capacity and formal requirements. 

"Sub-para. (bl. 

The words 'and operative, and in particular, that its enforcement has not 

been suspended' should be deleted and replaced by the additicn to Article IV (e) 
--~ eugges*&, helm. -' * ---L-Cl IL-* I-c It) e'~&ggzkbti~u LIllu" 2 AU "I-w- P*l*hnn sub-mm (c) be added, reading =.-- -.e 

as folla78: 

'!lhat the arbitration has been duly performed in accordance with 
the said asreement of the parties.'" 



Soci6tE Beige aa Etuaec et a'Er.pnncion 

"Pamgraph (b). If the article in adopted as draf'tdi, what becomes of 

preliminary ;:rovisiono.l find prejudicial awards? Such awards are not final. Let 

ut~ take the CRIX of an arbitral award which, without prejudice to the rights of 

the parties, cnlls for an expert opinion, an inquiry, the appearance of a particular 

person or a datdled interrogation 3R to fact. 

"These are not final awards. 
,; 
.:; 1 

"Goes this mean that they cannot be enforced? i : 

"The Belgian Code of Civil Procedure provides, inter alia (article 451), that 

an appeal shdl not lie against a preliminary judgement until after the delivery of 

the final judgcment (the appeal then relating to the final judgement). 

"If a foreign arbitralaward, before the substance of the case ia dealt with, 

calls for an expert opinion or for rm examination to be carr::ed out in another ,_, 

country, that award is preliminary and therefore not final. a .- 

"If the prop&3ed text is adopted, how can such en award be enforced? 

"Furthermore, there GeemS no point, In a text concerned with an arbLtral 

award ruling on the subatanLe of a dispute, to add the words: 'and, in particular, 

that its enforcement has not been suspen&ed*. If the enforcement of an operative 

award has been suspended, that award is not final, end what happens to it will 

depend on the outcome of the moves made to resist its enforcement. 

"Article 1028 l f the Belgian Code of Civil Procedure mentions five cases in 

which the parties, without being required to lodge en appeal, may apply to the 

court which made the enforcement order for a stay of execution and ask for the 

annulment of the decision described a8 an arbitral award. 
+; 

"We therefore propose that the article should be amended to read an followe: 
t. 

*To obtain the recognition and enforcement mentioned in the preceding 
article, it will be necessary: . . 

1 (a) That the parties named in the awad have agreed in writing, either~ 
bjl a ~pezlal agreement or by en arbltrel clause in a contrad& to settle 
their differences by means of arbitration; .I 

l(b) That, if the award is of a preliminary, >rovisional or ureju$ci&i~~ 
nature, .if has become operative and its enfdrcement has not been 
euegendt‘d In the country where it was ma&e; --d 

V (c) That, if the award deals with the auLutance -d' a dMyute, it has 
become operative and flnal.~" 

7 

f 
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Society of Comparative Legislation 

"'The following observations are made on paragraph (b): 

"Whereas the Geneva Convention provided that the enforcement of an award 

could not be obtained unless it had become final (for the sense in which this term 

was used, see article I(d)) and no proceedings for the purpose of contesting its 

validity were pending, the present draft adds a further condition, namely that the 

award should be not only final but also 'operative' (executoire), and that 'its 

enforcement has not been suspended'. 

"It has already been pointed out that the term exdcutoire is not the exact 

equivalent of the term 'operative' used in the English text, which means 'capable 

of being enforced' (workable, or fulfilling the conditions necessary for 

effectiveness). 

"But to confine our attention to the French text (with which we are conremed), 

we would point out that the words added in the new draft imp,cse a twofold obligation 

the award must have become final on the expiration of the time limits for opposition, 

appel or pourvoi en cassation (in the countries where such forms of procedure exist), 

and its enforcement must have been ordered by the competent court of the country 

where it was made before being ordered by the enforcement judge of the country 

where its enforcement is sought.. 

"This twofold condition represents a serious obstacle in view of the difference 

in the time limits for the respective proceedings and of the fact that in some 

countries, such as France, there is no time limit for appeal against an enforcement 

order. 

* "The condition has a further disadvantage in that, if the enforcement order 

has to be obtained in the country where the award has been made,'a registration 

fee must be paid - in France, within one month from the issue of the order - 

irrespective of the fee payable in the country where it is sought to enforce the 

award. 
V~cBitions of this kind are inappropriat . in such fields as international. 

commercial arbitration. They are based on considerations which in turn stem from 

a misconception of the nature and purpose of arbitration, an institution provided 

Sor exceptional cases, to be resorted to only in matters not otrictly reserved and 

as between parties who not only possess legal capacity but also, for reasons related 

to the needs of international trade, are resolved to avoid the formality and 

complications of adjective law. 



"In our view the f&lowing wording would suffice for article III (h): 

'That, in the country where the award was made, the award is not the - 
subject of an appeal or other appellate remedy permitted by statute and, in 
particular, that the award has not been annulled or its enforcement suspended 
by the c0urt.t 

"This would entail, as a consequential amendment, the deletion of article IV, 

paragraph ( :). 

"The operation of this provision would be greatly facilitated by the assurance 

that the arbitral award had been made under the auspices and supervision of arbitra& 

authorities which possessed recognised authority, and whose seal of apbroval, 

affixed to the award, would in itself be a guarantee of the propriety of the ' 

arbitral procedure followed. 

"Proposed text of article III: 
. 

'To obtain the recognition and enforcement mentioned in the preceding 
article, it will be necessary that the parties named in the award have agreed 
in writing, either by an arbitral clause included in the contract or by a 
separate agreement, to settle their differences by means of arbitration.'" 

ARTICLE IV 

International Chamber of Commerce 

Re (a\, lb,, 'Ie.), (d) and (h) 

"Commission has no comment to make on the subject of the above-mentioned 

provisions, though it will suggest below a lighter version of article IV. 

Re (e) 

"The Commission has given its comments on this provision, in connection with 

article III. There is thus no need to give them here. 

Re (f) 

"The ECOSOC Committee's Draft here introduces the idea that recognition or 

enforcement may he refused if the award is HC vague and indefinite as to bc 

incapable of enforcement. 

"\&UC apprnciating the intenti.on of this provision, --A the Commission neverthelesg 

cotwider that it has .khc drawback of’ allowing: ‘lht wiupe~r:i~& au2:hoid~ir:e dangereits-1: 

latitude of interpretation which, in certain cases, would enable support to be 

given to refusal of enforcement, batied on quite different reasons. :A 
~ 
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"In any case, it would seem to be superfluous. 

"The Commission accordingly proposes the deletion of (f). , 

Re (R) 

"The Commission appreciates the Wording of this provision. 

"The ECOSOC Committee of Experts agrees with the UJ3s Preliminary Draft in 

that they consider that enforcement may be refused only if the composition of the 

arbitral body and the tirbitration procedure were not in accordance with the 

agreement of the parties or - failing such agreement between the parties - in 

accordance with the law of the country where the arbitration took place. This 

is a very sound and classical application of the rule of autonomy of the will. 

"The Commission, furthermore, fully agrees with the ECOSOC Committee in 

admitting that an award cannot be completely~independent of national laws'. !rhus, 

national law cannot be ignored as regards the formation of the agreement of the 

parties and their legal capacity, as well as many other matters. The contractual. 

rules which are to be safeguarded will always be limited to the composition of 

the arbitral tribunal and to that part of the arbitration procedure which may be 

left to the will of the parties so as to ensure the development of arbitral 

practice in accordance with the requirements of international trade. 

"The Commission nevertheless considers that the addition of the phrase 'to 

the extent that such agreement was lawful in the country where arbitration took 

place', calls for express reservations. This restriction supplies an excuse for 

delaying tactics, by encouraging the defendant to main&n that the composition of 

the arbitral body or the arbitration procedure, 

co&try where arbitration took place. 

or both, were not licit in the 

Moreover, when enforcement is sought 

outside the country where the award was made, the text proposed would qualify 

the JUdge relied upon for enforcement to assess the validity cf an agreement in ' 

relation to a law which is foreign to him or perhaps even to estimate the scope 

of foreign public policy. 

"The Commission therefore considers that the Draft Convention would gain in 

effectiveness without the Judicial control of arbitration being affected, if the 

uorda, 'to the extent that such agreement was lawful. in the country where 

arn2,tration iook p&cc', ;iere dclctc-', frcm 3. 
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Suggestions for the DraftinK of Article IV 

"In accordance with the foregoing comments and to lighten the wording of 

article IV, the Commission considered that the following text might be adopted: 

'The recognition and enforcement of arbitral awards fulfilling the 
conditions laid down in the preceding article may not be refused by the 
competent authority in the country where they are sought, except in the 
following circumstances: 

'(a) if the dispute determined by the award is not capable of submission 
to arbitration under the law of the country in which the award is sought 
to be relied upon; I 

'(b) if the party against whom the award is invoked was not given notice 
of the appointment of the arbitrator or of the arbitration proceedings 
in due form or in sufficient time to enable him to present his case; 

l(c) if the party against whom the award is invoked, being under a legal 
incapacity, was not properly represented; 

t(d) if the award deals with a dispute not contemplated by or not falling 
within the terms of the submission to arbitration, or contains decisions 
on matters beycd the scope of the submission to arbitration, provided 
that, if decisions on matters referred to arbitration can be separated 
from those not so referred, that part of the award which contains 
decisions on matters referred to arbitration may be recogtiized and 
enforced; 

l(e) if the award, the recognition or enforcement of which is sought, has 
been annulled in the country in which it was made, or its enforcement 
has been suspended therein; 

l(f) (formerly (g)) if either the composition of the arbitral body dr 
the arbitration procedure was not in accordance with the agreement of . 
the parties, or, failing any agreement between the parties on these 
matters, If they were not dealt with in accordance with the law of the 
country where the arbitrzdion took place; 

I(g) (formerly (h)),if recognition and enforcement of the award are 
clearly incompatible with public policy in the country where the award 
is sought to be relied upon."' 
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International Law Association 

'Sub-para. (a) 

"Delete. So far as this exception applies, it should come under (h). 

"Sub-para. (b) 

"It might be well to state by the standard of what law this requirement of 

due notice is to be rr,dgsd. Presumably it will be inevitable to apply the standard 

of the law obtaining in the territory where enforcement is sought. 

"Sub-para. (c) 

"Incapacity soul :!e covered by the suggested new sub-para. III (c) so far 

as it relates to the submission. Capacity to be a party in the a$bitration 

proceedings should be governc.1 by the law of the Territory in which the arbitration 

is to be performed, in the meaning explained above as Article III, sub-para. (a). 

In most cases this will be the same law governing capacity to submit. 

"Sub-para. (e) 

"The expression 'inthe country in which it (i.e. the award) was madef should 

be replaced by tinthe territory in which the arbitration shall be performed 

according to Article III(a)'. Here it might be added 'provided that enforcement 

may, also be refused if an action for the annulment of the award is pending in the 

territory in which the arbitration was performed and in the meantime the competent 

Court of that territory has suspended the enforcement of the award'. This would 

replace, within a manageable measure and in its proper place, that part of 

Artic2e III(b) of the draft, the deletion whereof has been recommended above. 

"Sub-para. (g) 

"This would be covered by the new Article III(c) Suggested above. 

"Sub-para. (h) 

"The words ror the subject matter thereof' and 'or with fundamental principles 

of the law ('ordre public-')' should be deleted. They convey no precise idea and 

would only be apt to encourage unwilling debtors. In view of the fact that by 

far the largest number of arbitral awards are British or American and that the 

.~ mme do not as a rule give reasons, it is of the utmost importance to guard 

against the danger that such awards might Fe held to be against the public policy 

of' the territory in which enforcement is sought. Obviously neither the United 
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Kingdom nor the United States of America can have any interest in a Convention 

which would compel-them to enforce foreign awards that would prevent the enforcement 

of the bulk of their own aWardG. On the o?her hand, if any serious question of law 

is involved, the respondent in an English arbitration can always require a special 

case to be stated pursuant to section 21 of the Arbitration Act, 195G. This will 

result in a 'speaking Ward', in the shape of the special case, and enable the 

respondent to have the question of law decided by the (English) Court. If he fails 

to ask for the specf.al case, he has only himself to blame and it would not be fair 

to allow him to plead in the enforcement proceedings that the absence of reasons 

in the award renders its enforcement contrary to public policy." 

Soci&&.Belge d'Etudes et dfExpansion 

"Paragraph 34 of the Committee*s report says that the conditions laid down 

in article III must be fulfilled in all cases. kie therefore suggest that the 

article should be amended in th,: following respects: 

First clause 

'Even where the essential conditions laid aovn in article III are / 
fulfilled, recognition and enforcement of the award may only be refused 
if the competent authority ir. the country where recognition or enforcement : I 
is sought is satisfied... etc.t 

I Clause (b) 

"In order to leave no alternative open we suggest the following wording: 

VChat the party against whom the award is invoked was not given notice 
'of the arbitration proceedings and of the appointment of the arbitrator in 
due form or in sufficient time Tenable him to present his case;, 

/ 
Clause (13) 

:. 

"To forestall what might become endless debate, the word %ayt in the last 

line of the clause should be replaced by ‘8haU’. 

Clause (e) 

"This clause seems redundant in that it duplicates draft article III (b), -. 

under which the recognit.ion and enforcement of the award may only be applied for 

if, tin the country where the award was made, it &a becorzc ea*-J SF@ operative .--_ L *I-- 

and, in particular, its enforcement has not been suspended'. 
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Clause (h) 

"We suggest that this clause should be amended to read as follows: 

'That the recognition or enforcement of the award, or the subject matter 
thereof, would be clearly incompatible with public policy or with fundamental 
principles of the law (ordre public) of the country in which enforcement is 
sought."' 

Society of Comparative Legislation 

"We propose the following wording: 

'Recognition and enforcement of arbitral awards which fulfil the 
conditions laid down in the preceding article may not be refused by the 
competent authority in the country where they are sought except in the 
following circumstances: , 

I(a) If the dispute settled by the arbitral awsrU is not arbitrable 
under the law of the country where enforcement of the award is sought; 1/ 

l(b) If the party against whom the award is invoked was not given notice 
of the appointment of the arbitrator or of the arbitration proceedings 
in due form or in sufficient time to enable him to present his case; 

'(c) If the party against whcm the award is invoked, being under a legal 
incapacity, was not properly represented; 

'(a) If the award deals with a difference not contemplated by or not 
falling within the terms of the submission to arbitration, or contains 
decisions on matters beyond the scope of the submission to arbitration, 
provided that, if the decisions on matters submitted to arbitration can 
he separated from those not so submitted, that part of the award which 
contains decisions on matters submitted to arbitration may be reaognized 

b aa enforced; 

l(e) If the award, the enforcement of which is sought, has been annulled 
in the country in which it was made, or its enforcement has been 
suspended; 

t(f) If either the composition of the arbitral authority or the arbitral 
procedure was not in accordance with the agreement of the parties and 
if, the latter not having made provision for and cettlea these questions, 

they have not been settled in accordance with the law of the country 
where the arbitration took place; 

r/ It would al& be advisable to provide that 2n enforcement order may not be 
-AL-~ ---a-+ =~--a the Aiant+.p is hdd not arbitrable b;l reason of public . cs. u0.e.. cd.rG*" "&."A w 
~policy (ordre public); ---=---- it should be impossible to deny enf'zcement on grounds 
Of mere eaedienyfor example in cases relating to patent rights. 
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t(g) If the recognition and enforcement of the award would be manifestly __ 
repugnant to public policy (or&e public)'in the country in which the.: 1 

is. . . . 

award is sought to be relied upon.' I 
.-a:, 

"The new words concerning the fundamental principles of law should be dele&d. .'$w 

Either they are redundant, in that they coincide with tl -: notion of public pol& .- 

(ordre public), or else they invite the risk of mischievous proceedings. At .tgls ::j.. '..,,. 
point it should be noted that in commercial matters, with which the Convention in ';.&G 

chiefly concerned, public policy and the fundamental principles of public law are A., 

rarely at stake, as is demonstrated by the fact that, ir *ante, for exsmple, 

Counsel is not represented in the commercial courts. 

'pB. The following explanatory notes are made on the suggested amendments: Im 
..- 

The wording proposed for the opening paragraph of article IV is as clear as, 
na shorter than, that of the draft Convention. 

The same applies to clauses (a), (b), (c) and (a). 

Clause (e) may be deleted for the reasons stated above. 

The new clause (e) is less cumbersome. The new clause (f) embodies a change 
in wording, the chief difference being the deletion of the passage: *to the extent 
that such agreement was lawful in the country where the arbitration took placer.. .-& 

The presence of this passage would produce serious disadvantages. In the first I_(_. 
- place, it would encourage challenges and procedural moves contesting %he lawfuUes_s~~ 

If the agreement. Those who practice arbitration knoti how vulnerable this 
institution is to procedural moves the sole object of which is often to hold up 
B case when the party resorting to such moves has reason to expect an adverse . 
decision. 1'. 

Furthermore the enforcement judge does not seem the.right authority to 
letermine the lawfulness of the agreement. This question should, in principle, 
call within the jurisdiction of the arbitral tribunal or, if it affects public 
policy, within that of the ordinary courts. ', 

If the arbitral award presents a problem of nullity of +he agreement, it 
;Joulb be unusual not to raise it before the arbitrators or bei'ore the ordinary 
:ourtl3. Motions for the annulment of an award on the ground that the agreement 
to which it was made is void are of very frequent occurrence. 

Hence it does not seem advisable to encourage a tendency-to resort to 
procedural devices by providing loopholes for litigants pleading in bad fsithST' 

:2 
-'- A 

I  
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ARTICLE V 

Saci& Beige d*Etudes et d*Expansion 
0 

"l$e suggest that the last paragraph should be amended to read as follows: 

'A duly certified translation of the award and of the other documents 
may be required. The said translation shall be provided in the official 
language of the court which hears the application for enforcement.' 

-"The proposed wording is designed to make provision for countries which have 

several official languages but where the use of a particular language is confined 

to a certain area." 

ARTICLE VI 

Internation@ Chamber of Commerce 

r .  "While approving the idea behind article VI, which was also behind the same 
:... ,article of the ICC's Freliminary Graft, the Commission proposes that the following 

::,' : ! : 'be added, so as to ilefine the scope of the article: 
i. :: 

\ I I, . . . if this law or these treaties contain provisions more favourable to the 
recognition or enforcement of arbitrnl awards.t" 

: 'Society of Comparative Legislation ':. 

",%oposed text: 

, 'The provisions of the present Convention shall not affect the validity 
of multilateral or bilateral agreements concerning the recognition and 
enforcement of arbltral awards entered into by the Contracting States nor 
deprive any interest&d party of the right to avail himself of an arbitral 

i! award in the manner and to the extent allowed by the law or the treaties of 
:,I n the country where such award is sought to be relied upon, if the law or 

treaties in question contain provision8 more favourable to the enforcement 
: 0r awaras.*" 

._ 



AXTICLE VII 

S@ciBtB Be&e d*Etudds et d$Expansion 

"1. The apparent object of the proposed text is to limit the scope of the 

Convention from the outset, whereas surely the aim should be toirork out rules of 

arbitral procedure capable of being adopted 

"We therefore suggest'the following wording: 

YChis Convention shall be open for signature and ratification on behalf '-6 
of any Member of the United Nations and of any other State wishing to accede 
tliereto.l" n: 

:-.a, 

ARTICLE XI 

Socidt6 Beige d*Etudes et dlEx?)ansion 

"We consider that a third paragraph, worded as follows, should be added: / 

‘3. Awards made within ninety days after the date of deposit of the 
instrument of ratification or accession may be enforced as from the date on 
which the accession takes effect.'" 

ARTICLE XII 

, 

Soci&d Be&e atEtudes et a'Fxpansion 

"We again suggest the addition of a third paragraph, worded as follows: 

'A denunciation shall only affect award s made after the period of notice 
of denunciation has expired.' 

"If arbitral proceedings are in progress at the time when a State denouncts .-q 

the Convention and the arbitral award is made before the denunciation has taken . ..s 
~1-2 

effect, then the pasties will, under ow suggeoted clause, be able to obtain 

enforcement of the award even after the denunciation has taken effect." 

I 
-- 
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ARTICLE XIII 

Yociete Eelge d~lYcudes et dfl%xpansion l 

'We consider the terms of paragraph 2 regrettable, for it leaves States free to 

reject the jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice in a dispute between 

them where they have not agreed to another mode of settlement. 

"The objection raised by the USSR is entirely irrelevant. 

"The USSR argues that this article tends to violate the sovereign rights of 

States with respect to the principle of the voluntary recognition of the jurisdiction 

of the International Court of Justice end . ccccndly, that it would limit the sovereign 

right of States to make reservations to any article of the Convention. 

"Ihe USZl7 forgets, however, that: 

"(a) the very purpose of the draft Convention is to establish general rules 

applicable in all countries of the world; 

"(b) the rights of States are safeguarded, for only if they do not agree 

on some other mode of settlement are disputes between States concerning 

the interpretation or application of the Convention to be referred to the 

Internaticnal Ccurt of Justice for decision. 

"We therefore consider that paragrtiph 2 should be deleted." 

Society of Comparative Legislation 

"It would be desirable to delete paragraph 2." 

m m - - -  


